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Quick-Start Guide to using the EnvirON App. 
 

1. Power up the EnvirON Hub using the supplied wall adapter then download the EnvirON App from the App Store onto your 

iPhone/iPad and tap to launch it. 

   

  

 

 

 

 

 

2. Go to Settings and connect to the Hub over Bluetooth. 

 
3. Select the number of buttons you would like on screen. 

 
4. For each button, decide whether it is to connect to an infra-red appliance (via Hub) or a wireless appliance (for example via 

iClick or EnvirON Connect).  

 
5. If it’s to be wireless, Pair the button with its corresponding receiver. Press Pair on the receiver first and then tap Pair in the 

App. Observe tick to indicate pairing has been successful. 

 

 
6. Choose the Code for each button according to what function you need it to perform 

 

 
7. Choose the appearance of each button. Now repeat steps 4-7 for each button. You may turn off unused buttons. 
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EnvirON App Help 

Thank you for downloading the EnvirON app from Pretorian Technologies. So far as possible we have made the app 
intuitive in operation but this on-line manual is provided to assist you in setting it up with your EnvirON hardware 
and to give hints on best practice as well as answer frequently asked questions. Should you be unable to find the 
answer to your question in this document, please email our support team at pretorian@pretorianuk.com 
 
Introduction 
The EnvirON app is to be used with the EnvirON hardware products from Pretorian Technologies to allow disabled 
users and the elderly/infirm to control the electrical appliances in their homes using the touch screen. The EnvirON 
product range is designed to offer integrated control of infra-red appliances such as TVs and mains-powered 
appliances such as lamps and kitchen equipment in particular. Depending on the hardware configuration the app can 
also be made to control electric curtains (drapes), doors, windows and locks. 
 
The app is available for iPad and iPhone devices and fully supports iOS Switch Control, allowing scanning switch users 
to directly access their appliances. 
 
Two examples of the main screen are shown below- one with six buttons visible (portrait) and one with 15 buttons 
(landscape). Along the top of the screen is the Settings icon, which allows you to configure the app and pair it with 
the various items of EnvirON hardware you will be using.  
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Note that the screen may be used in either portrait or landscape orientation- the app automatically sizes the buttons 
and rotates the text accordingly while keeping the order of the buttons the same.  
 

 

Connecting the iClick or iControl to the iPad 
To use the EnvirON app, there must be at least one Hub present, since the Bluetooth LE connection is made with the 
Hub and the Hub relays information from the app to all the other appliances in the system. To connect the Hub, first 
touch the Settings icon on the main screen. You can see whether a device is connected and if so, which, from the 
first item on the screen. If there’s no connection it will appear like so: 

 

Alternatively, if a Hub is already connected, it might appear like so: 

 

To connect a Hub for the first time, tap on ‘No connected devices’. This shows the available devices in range and 
might appear like so: 
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The combination of four characters appended to the product name is a unique code that allows you to identify the 
device that’s being connected even in a room full of similar devices. Attached to the base of each Hub is a label 
bearing a four character code and this code will correspond with what’s shown on screen for the connected device. 
Tap on its name and it will connect immediately. 
 
Note that more than one Hub may be connected at once and subsequent pairings will be numbered Hub 2, Hub 3 
etc. 
 

It is not necessary to go to Settings  Bluetooth to connect devices; it should be done entirely within the app. 
 
 
Disconnecting and Forgetting Devices 
To disconnect a device from the app you can just power it off (for example by unplugging it from the wall). The 
device will automatically re-connect when it is next powered up provided that the app is open. 

Alternatively you can ‘forget’ a device by tapping on the  symbol alongside the connected device and then on 
‘Forget this Device’ as shown below: 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
If the device is still in the vicinity and powered up, it will then immediately be listed as an ‘available device’ (i.e. one 
that’s not connected) on all available iPhone and iPads. Should you wish to re-connect any particular device in the 
future, make sure it is powered on and then tap on its name on screen. 
  

Step 1 

Step 2 
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Setting up the main screen 
First of all, make a list of the items that you wish to control using your EnvirON system. Make sure you include in the 
list all the infra-red TV/Media functions you’d like to include. Using the list, choose the number of buttons you would 
to see on the main screen. This may be 1, 2, 6, 15 or 24. If you choose fewer buttons, each button is larger, which 
may be important for some users. Once you have chosen the number you would like, tap the relevant line in the 
Settings menu: 
 

 

Next choose the appearance of the buttons. They may either have a two-dimensional (flat) appearance or a three-
dimensional appearance similar to a physical button: 
 

 
 
Finally choose whether the Settings menu is to be immediately accessible or accessed only after touching ‘Settings’ 
for at least two seconds. This can help to eliminate the risk of going into the Settings menu by mistake. When 
delayed access is chosen, the Settings icon turns grey as an indicator. 
 

 
 

Configuring the Buttons 
The remainder of the main Settings menu is a summary of the settings for each button. Each summary shows a 
thumbnail of the button image, any attached text and its size, whether the button is to be used for infra-red 
functions or wireless access and its mode. 
 
Note that only visible buttons are shown in the summary, so if you want to change the appearance of button 24, for 
example, first select 24 buttons visible, as described above. 
 
The remainder of this Section describes how to configure each button both for appearance and to perform the 
correct action on the appliance(s). 
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Selecting the Function 
Each button must be set individually for either Infra-Red or Wireless access. When Infra-Red access is chosen, that 
particular button will send a message to the Hub to tell it which infra-red code to send. No other hardware is 
involved in the process since the Hub contains infra-red transmitters. For all other (non infra-red) devices, select 
Wireless and Hub will relay the message to the device which the button is paired with (see below). 
 

 
 
Selecting the Hub number. 
EnvirON app can work with up to four Hubs simultaneously. You may wish to have a Hub in each room to control the 
items within that room, for example. Where multiple Hubs are present, you will need to select which one each 
buttons communicates with. The app will not allow you to select a Hub number which is not present. The default 
Hub number is 1 so in a single Hub system, this setting will never need to be changed. 
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Selecting the Code 
The Code is the message which the app sends to the Hub whenever that particular button is touched and it tells the 
Hub what to do. If the button has already been configured for Wireless access, the Code will tell the device with 
which it is paired on what basis to turn on (momentary, latched, timed etc). This appears alongside the code 
number, as shown below: 
 

 
 
If the button is set to Infra-Red access, the Code is the location in the Hub where the relevant infra-red code has 
been recorded. You should be able to determine the Code by reference to the completed Infra-Red Chart supplied 
with Hub. In this case the Code appears just as a number, as follows: 
 

 
 
 
Pairing with Wireless devices 
Although connecting the app to Hub has been discussed above, it is also necessary to pair any buttons which are set 
to Wireless mode with their relevant EnvirON receiver. For example, let’s suppose we would like a particular button 
to be paired with socket 1 on an iClick in order to turn a lamp on and off. 
 
To achieve this, press PAIR 1 on iClick after first ensuring that it is in EnvirON mode. While its Pairing LED is flashing, 

tap ‘PAIR’ in the app: 

 

As soon as the button has been paired with the iClick a green tick appears alongside the pairing button to show that 

the process has completed successfully: If a red cross should appear, please try again or refer to the FAQ. 
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Button Appearance 
The remaining settings in the button menus relate to button appearance. You may choose a simple coloured button, 

an image from a library of frequently used appliances and functions or a photograph taken from the iPhone/iPad’s 

gallery or taken with the built-in camera. 

 When choosing a coloured button, simply tap on the colour you would like from the list (the colour palette is wide 

enough to allow each button to have a unique colour): 

 

To choose an image from the gallery, tap on ‘Tap to Choose Image’, then choose from the given categories and 

finally rotate the picker to choose the best image. 
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To add a photograph, tap on ‘Tap to Choose Photo’ and then select whether the photo is already in the gallery or 

whether you would like to take a new one. 

 

Once you have taken a new photograph you will get the opportunity to edit it by changing the frame position and 

zooming in or out before saving it: 
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Finally, to add text to a button (regardless of whether it is 2D or 3D and regardless of whether it has been replaced 
with a photograph), first turn on the ‘Show Text’ slider and then type the required text into the ‘Message Text’ line. 
As you do so the on-screen keyboard will appear (unless you have an Access Device such as APPlicator or iClick 
connected, in which case you should press the ‘deploy keyboard’ button on the hardware to bring up the keyboard). 
Once the message has been typed in, hide the keyboard by tapping the ‘hide keyboard’ key in the bottom right 
corner of the screen: 
 

 

Now select the size of the text between 36pt and 64pt and finally choose the text colour as either black or white. 
Note that whichever colour is selected, a border around each letter in the opposing colour helps to make the text 
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visible no matter what the background appearance. This is particularly useful when overlaying text onto a 
photograph. 

  

If you wish to temporarily turn off the text for a given button, simply slide the ‘Show Text’ slider to the off position to 

save deleting it from the Message Text line. 

Using photographs as buttons can enrich the user experience enormously as they can depict the exact appliance that 
is being controlled, or the process that is taking place.  
 

 
 
 
 
Using EnvirON app with iOS Switch Control 
The EnvirON app is fully compatible with iOS Switch Control to allow users who can’t touch the screen to make full 

use of the EnvirON features. When Switch Control is first enabled you will see an additional ‘thumbnail’ button 

appear in the top left corner of the screen. 

This is set to whichever button was last selected and it allows you to send repeat operations of that button without 

further scanning. This is particularly useful if setting the volume on the TV for example, since you may want to 

increase it by several increments. 

Treat the thumbnail like any other button- it is highlighted automatically whenever you ‘select’ in Switch Control 

since the iPhone/iPad always returns the select point to the top left corner of the screen. If you would like to send 

that code again, simply select it from the thumbnail rather than scanning to the full sized button. If not, simply scan 

away from it in the normal way. 
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Support 
If, after reading this guide, you still have unanswered questions about the EnvirON app, please contact the support 

team at Pretorian Technologies at the following email address: pretorian@pretorianuk.com. We’re here to help! 

Pretorian Technologies Ltd. 
Unit 37, Corringham Road Industrial Estate, 

Gainsborough. 
Lincs. 

DN21 1QB. 
United Kingdom. 

 
Tel: +44 (0) 1427 678990 

 

 


